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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW   

1. Presentation Title  THE EFFECT OF TOY LIBRARIES ON CHILDHOOD SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT - A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF THE NAVES 
TOY LIBRARIES PROGRAM IN COLOMBIA 

2. Presentation Objective  To report results obtained in a study on the effects brought 
about by the implementation of the NAVES Toy Libraries 
Program in Colombia on the integral development of 
children in six municipalities of the country.  

3. Which thematic area of the 
Meeting does this 
presentation fall into? 

TOY LIBRARIES AS A SOLUTION TO... 

4. ¿Slides attached? 
(PowerPoint, Prezi, video, 
other) 

PowerPoint Presentation (under construction)  

5. Abstract 
 

 
Play as a way of expressing our human condition, our ability to communicate and to exist in the world 
has been shown to have a series of positive effects on a wide spectrum of abilities, capacities and 
skills in children (Marin, 2009; Sicart, 2014).  For example, play has an important role in motor 
development (Park, Jeong, & Bornman, 2011); multiple intelligence development (Eberle, 2011); 
cognitive and affective process development, in turn fundamental for creativity development (Russ 
& Kaugars, 2001); social development (Lancy & Grove, 2011); promotion of moral development 
(Davis & Bergen, 2014); construction of a greater awareness of the existence of social norms 
(Benedet & Zanella, 2011); the promotion of coexistence skills development (Mejía & Londoño, 2011) 
and of the child’s adaptation to the world (Önder, 2018).  
Due to the interaction among children in recreational settings, play furthers language development 
and problem solving (Gertrudix & Gertrudix, 2013; Holmes, Romeo, Ciraola, and Grushko, 2015). Toy 
libraries, spaces prioritizing the promotion of play, are born from a will to strengthen children’s right 
to play (Marin, 2009). These spaces have shown to have a large number of significant effects on child 
development, particularly when understood as a means rather than an end, due to their role in the 
promotion of integral development and peer interaction (Ringoot et al., 2013), facilitating major 
individual, familial and social changes (Nicholson, 2013), fostering imagination, creativity and 
autonomy (Managers, 2005) and furthering cognitive, psychomotor and socio-affective development 
(Rosas et all., 2015).  In general, toy libraries leverage play as a stimulating factor for meaningful 
learning, with the objective of broadening the skill set of participating children. 
This study arose from the need to inquire into the effects of toy libraries; in particular, it analyzes the 
development of a series of key competences in children across six Colombian regions within toy 
libraries participating from the NAVES (Spanish acronym for Children Learning, Living, Experiencing 
& Socializing) Toy Libraries Program To this end, a four-year (2015 - 2018) longitudinal effect 
assessment study was designed, the largest to date for both the regional and national levels. 540 
participating children of both sexes in assessed regions were distributed into two main groups for 
study: a treatment group comprised by children who attended toy libraries, and a control group of 
children who did not. The criterion for selecting toy libraries was time of operation (greater than two 
years). Toy library staff and local authorities participated to coordinate in several cities to locate 
children to make up the population sample. This study involved designing an observation instrument 
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divided into three dimensions: citizenship skills, emotional skills, and creative skills. In turn, each 
dimension assessed specific components. Citizenship skills assessed participation and autonomy 
(PA), coexistence (CV), play interaction (IJ), conflict management (MC) and rule management (MR); 
emotional skills comprised emotional expression (EE), empathy (EM) and self-regulation (AR); 
whereas the creative skills dimension assessed divergent thinking (PD), flexibility (FX) and elaboration 
(EB). Each component was evaluated into levels according to component expression; lowest the level 
of expression were classified into level 1 and the highest into level 4. Moreover, the instrument was 
designed to gather information during two distinct observational situations: first, during natural play 
(rest time at a toy library, kindergarten or school); and second, in an artificial situation (play that is 
directed or suggested by the observer). 
Following identification of toy libraries, kindergartens and schools where observations were to be 
performed and after securing consent from parents, two field observers in each city attended for a 
month and a half to each observation site. Observations of groups of 15 children were performed for 
a week, either at the selected toy libraries (treatment group) or at schools or kindergartens (control 
group), depending on the availability of the children at each of these institutions. The observations 
were repeated throughout the week. The professional observers gathered information in pairs, as 
part of a triangulation strategy applied to data collection. Three visits per week were performed to 
each institution, in average, to provide greater consistency to assessment data. The analysis was 
supplemented with qualitative data acquired through interviews with students, to whom questions 
about the aforementioned skills were; and to their parents, to whom about the effects of attendance 
to toy libraries in their family dynamics and practices were asked. 
During the first year of the study (2015), observations revealed differences between both groups in 
skills components such as coexistence, rule management, emotional expression, empathy, divergent 
thinking, and flexibility, in which children who attended to toy libraries attained higher levels. 
Likewise, treatment groups showed a significant increase in creativity, citizenship and emotional skills 
in direct correlation with age brackets, whereas control groups displayed an inverse relationship 
between such skills and age. Citizenship skills also showed an increase in the average level measured 
for the intervention treatment group. Emotional and creative skills were also positively affected in 
the group, albeit with lower variation. It is important to highlight that statistical results reveal that 
creative skill levels display the greatest increase in children benefiting from the NAVES Toy Libraries 
Program.  
The second year (2016) showed specific differences in conflict management, rule management, 
emotional expression, empathy, divergent thinking and flexibility; the treatment group displayed 
greater levels for all these components. As in the year prior, an increase in skill level was observed 
to be correlated to age. A longitudinal comparison of performance between the first and second 
years and between children assisting to toy libraries and those who did not revealed that the 
component most affected by toy libraries is empathy. Conflict management and self-regulation 
appear to be skills affected by the amount of time spent at toy libraries. Play interaction and 
elaboration did not differ significantly among groups. 
The study’s third year (2017) revealed significant differences in skills such as participation, 
coexistence, rule management, emotional expression, empathy and flexibility. In comparison with 
previous years, citizenship skills showed a significant increase during the third year; the control group 
instead showed decreased levels for emotional skills over time, in stark contrast with treatment 
group performance. Creative skills levels remain similar between groups. In contrast to previous 
years, emotional skills such as empathy and creative skills such as flexibility maintain different levels, 
which points out to the long-term effects of toy libraries on these specific skills. Age bracket 
comparisons reveal that the levels of analyzed skills within each age group are significantly different, 
evidencing greater skill levels as age increases. Nonetheless, comparison with the control group 
seems to indicate that the real effect of toy libraries on skill levels occurs on ages 6 to 9. During the 
fourth year (2018) statistically significant differences were identified for all analyzed skills among the 
groups. The longitudinal analysis confirmed observations from 2016: skills such as conflict 
management and self-regulation were dependent on time, and increase over time in children 
attending to toy libraries. Likewise, the analysis exposed significant effects on conflict management, 
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rule management, emotional expression and self-regulation. No long-term effects on creative skills 
were confirmed. 
These findings cast light on the importance of toy libraries for skill development during childhood, 
particularly those related to citizenship and emotional skills. This study reveals the important effect 
toy libraries have on emotional development, in turn a key element to social interaction; these results 
concur with the findings of Lancy & Grove (2011) on the effects of play, a defining element of these 
spaces, on the development of emotions.  It is necessary that future studies focus on comprehending 
the dynamics in recreational scenarios (such as educational institutions) in order to identify the 
promoting factors for childhood skills in these spaces and opening the door to further studies in 
alternative scenarios (such as hospitals or prisons). The effect of culture and context on recreational 
practices, particularly in indigenous and rural communities, also requires further research efforts to 
attain in-depth understanding thereof. 

6. Main Conclusions 

 

• Toy libraries have positive effects on the skills of children of both sexes. 

• Toy libraries are confirmed to have an effect on emotional skills that are key to coexistence, 
such as empathy. 

• Toy libraries are confirmed to have an effect on the development of creative skills. 

• Toy libraries are confirmed to have a longitudinal effect on flexibility. 

• Toy libraries are confirmed to have a role in situations involving familial changes. 

• The role and involvement of families is an essential component of recreational initiatives 
and spaces. 

• Characterizing recreation endeavors in schools is a key element to understanding this 
phenomenon. 

• The amount of time spent at the toy library is a major variable affecting childhood 
development. 
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